Hydra Developers - Making Progress Fall 2014

Resulting out of Hydra Connect, arose a desire for a small in-person developers meeting this fall to make progress together on some vital steps forward for Hydra.

Topics:

- Active Triples Identifier
- Code Convergence
  - Lock down Hydra::Works Shared Modeling
  - Collections, Admin Sets, ActiveTriples Ordering
    - See evolving application profile draft for collections/admin sets
    - Illustrative use cases / indexing small working group to do work later; will be brought up on next Hydra Developers call
- Fedora4 WebACLs
  - At this point, just need testers; to be done outside of meeting/event
- IIIF presentation layer
- Direction of core gems discussion
- Resolve status of AF Version
  - Version 8.0 will be released for Fedora 3
  - Version 9.0 (tentatively) will be released for Fedora 4
- Fedora 3 v Fedora 4
  - Support/Versioning https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/hydra-tech/ulbz8i5V3LY
  - Recommended Best Practice and migration paths
- Descriptive Metadata and Controlled Vocabularies
- Gemification and Modularity (carry over from Sufia discussion at Hydra Connect)
- Informal feature inventory – Hydra Feature Inventory – ACTION: Update the Feature Inventory Grid with your project information.

When: Nov. 6-7, 2014, 9 am - 5 pm each day

Location: UOPDX Library, 172, White Stag, 70 NW Couch Street, Portland, OR 97209, http://pdx.uoregon.edu/white-stag-block-location-and-directions

Attendees (22 max.):

1. Karen Estlund, Univ. of Oregon - Confirmed
2. Tom Johnson, DPLA - Confirmed
3. Mike Giarlo, Penn State - Confirmed
4. Jeremy Friesen, Notre Dame - Confirmed
5. Rob Sanderson, Stanford - Confirmed
6. Esme Cowles, UCSD - Confirmed
7. Joe Atzberger, Stanford - Confirmed
8. Matt Critchlow, UCSD - Confirmed
9. Trey Terrell, Oregon State Univ. - Confirmed
10. Chris Beer, Stanford - Confirmed
11. Tom Cramer, Stanford - Confirmed
12. Declan Fleming, UCSD - Confirmed
13. Justin Coyne, DCE - Confirmed
14. Colin Gross, Univ. of Michigan - Confirmed
15. Lynette Rayle, Cornell - Confirmed
16. Thomas Scherz, Univ. of Cinn. - Confirmed
17. Linda Sato, Univ. of Oregon - Confirmed
18. your name here!
19. your name here!
20. your name here!

Please email kestlund@uoregon.edu with any logistics questions.

Agenda

Thursday, November 6

8:30: Swing by Floyd's to pick up coffee, 118 Northwest Couch St. (optional)

9:00-10:00: Introductions and Agenda Setting (IRC participation included)

10:00 - 12:00: Working Groups

12:00 - 1:00 Lunch (Fifth Avenue & Oak food cart pods)

1:00 - 5:00: Working Groups

6:30 - Group Working Dinner (catered)*

* The cost of dinner is not included. Individuals are expected to pay for their meal.

Friday, November 7
8:30: Swing by Floyd's to pick up coffee, 118 Northwest Couch St. (optional)

9:00 - 9:30: Set Daily Goals

9:30 - 12:00: Working Groups

12:00 - 1:00: Lunch (Walk in Old Town)

1:00 - 4:30: Working Groups

4:30 - 5:00: Next Steps / Action Items

Activities

Wednesday, November 5

Dinner / Breweries (please sign-up and note any wish list locations)

- Karen Estlund (with minivan shuttle from downtown to eastside)
- Rob Sanderson, anything is good 😊
- Jeremy Friesen (maybe, depends on where I'm staying)
- Esme Cowles, Cascade & Hair of the Dog
- Colin Gross
- Matt Critchlow (will sadly miss dinner, but will try to meet up once I get downtown)
- Mike Giarlo (food trucks? Asian? anything but Taco Bell?)
- Justin Coyne
- Joe Atzberger
  - (Can wrangle people as they arrive. Available @ 2:30 or so.)
- Linda Sato
- Declan Fleming (HotD and Cascade. Hopworks. Taco Bell & White Castle)

Thursday, November 6

Group Working Dinner
No need to sign-up; email kestlund@uoregon.edu if you will not attend.

Friday, November 7

Dinner / Breweries (please sign-up and note any wish list locations)

- Esme Cowles, wherever we didn’t get to on Wednesday...
- Justin Coyne
- Joe Atzberger (after hours at ground Kontrol?)
- Tom Johnson (maybe NE? Upright, Ex Novo, 5th Quadrant, Hopworks Bike Bar, Prost!)
  - If anyone is staying Friday night, I can make a brunch plan on Saturday. Portland is a brunch town.
- Tom Cramer
- Declan Fleming (HotD again and always) I’m leaving at about 3:30 on Sat, so brunch sounds lovely